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Teacher heads to the Arctic to bring climate science home

High school teacher David Walker is on his way to the Arctic with a mission. Walker, who teaches science at Austin’s Liberal Arts and
Science Academy, is one of 12 teachers selected through a nationwide search to join a team of polar researchers studying the effects of
thawing permafrost on climate change. But Walker’s real mission is to connect his field research on climate change with his classroom
and community back home in the hopes of promoting greater climate science literacy in Austin. Walker will be posting regularly on
online journals, message boards, videos and social media like Twitter and Instagram to stay connected to his students and anyone else
who would like to follow his adventures on the frozen tundra. Learn more about the expedition and how to stay updated here
(https://www.polartrec.com/expeditions/carbon-in-the-arctic) and follow Walker on Twitter @mrwalkerlasa
(https://twitter.com/mrwalkerlasa).
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Commission stresses need for better TOD planning along Green Line
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The Capital Metropolitan Transportation Authority is studying the potential for placing transit-oriented development districts along
Project Connect’s rail commuter Green Line, but the Planning Commission says that effort may be somewhat futile without a
concentrated push to create vibrant communities…

READ FULL STORY (HTTPS://WWW.AUSTINMONITOR.COM/STORIES/2019/09/COMMISSION-STRESSES-NEED-
FOR-BETTER-TOD-PLANNING-ALONG-GREEN-LINE/)

Despite road safety concerns, ZAP approves final plat for Oaks at Slaughter development

(https://www.austinmonitor.com/stories/2019/09/despite-road-safety-concerns-zap-approves-final-plat-for-

oaks-at-slaughter-development/)

Despite some residents’ concerns about road safety, on Sept. 3 the Zoning and Platting Commission approved the preliminary plan and
final plat for the nearly 19-acre Oaks of Slaughter mixed-use development, which will house an HEB and retail shopping next…
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